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"Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning."

Winston Churchill
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STELLINGEN / PROPOSITIONS TO THIS DISSERTATION

1. A major gap in the evaluation of cardiovascular safety is the reliance on empirical evidence. *This thesis*

2. The predictive power of the techniques and methodologies currently available for the evaluation of cardiovascular risk depends upon careful consideration of the clinically relevant conditions. *This thesis*

3. The use of model parameterisation discriminating drug- and system-specific properties eliminates the bias arising from the current regulatory guidelines. *This thesis*

4. The integration of pharmacological concepts with pharmaco-epidemiology offers a unique opportunity to bridge the gap between clinical trials and real life conditions. *This thesis*

5. The concept of Not-In-Trial Simulations defies the hurdles imposed by the evidentiary axiom “the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence”. *This thesis*

6. The possibility to communicate QTc prolongation in terms of probability provides transparency that greatly enhances the decision-making processes throughout drug development. *This thesis*

7. The marked differences observed between clinical trials and post-marketing use confirm that pre- and post-approval are two distinct worlds. *(Martin, K. et al., Br J Clin Pharmacol 2003; 57: 86–92)*

8. The most important- and vexing- questions in clinical cardiology today can be phrased quite simply: “‘Why did he die on Tuesday and not on Monday?’ If we can identify the transient initiating event, we can begin to develop more effective strategies for prevention of SCD. *(Rubart M. & Zipes D.P., JCI 2005;115(9):1–11)*

9. In order to make a fully informed treatment decision, it is logical that all available information be used. *(Lynd L.D. & O’Brien B.J., J Clin Epidemiol 2004; 57: 795–803)*
10. The forecast is that complex, mixed-effects, mechanistic PD models combined with Bayesian estimation and incorporating different sources of prior knowledge will provide a paradigm for future model development. (Csajka C. & Verotta D., JPP 2006; 33: 227-279)

11. Even a Nobel laureate can be wrong. Today Carrel would not have stated that, "a few observations and much reasoning lead to error; many observations and a little reasoning to truth." ~Alexis Carrel, Nobel Prize winner, 1912.

12. The phrase "mind the gap" has never been so applicable to the pharmaceutical industry as in the last five years. The gaps in the drug development process are larger than those on any train platform.